
Dua When Visiting Graveyard
Imam `Ali (a.s), is reported to have said that whoever enters a graveyard and says the following words, Almighty Allah 
(s.w.t) will grant him the reward of fifty years of worship and erases from him and his parents the punishment of fifty years 
of wrongdoings:

şŰ ĉѼĕřô� ţŞ ĉѼĕřô� ג� ş Ě ÷

Bismillāhir Raĥmānir Raĥeem
In The Name Of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

Ϳ Ѽג�Ѽ٣ î� ;ŧ Άř î�;٣� ś ť;ô� Άŭ;Ś ;ı� ͿŜ;٤ ѼĚř;ô

Assalamu `ala ahli laa ilaha illallah
Peace be upon the group of “There is no god save Allah”

Ϳ Ѽג�Ѽ٣ î� ;ŧ Άř î�;٣� ś ť;ô� ţ ŝ

min ahli laa ilaha illallah 
from the group of “There is no god save Allah.”

Ϳ Ѽג�Ѽ٣ î� ;ŧ Άř î�;٣� ;ś ť;ô�õ ;ů

ya ahla laa ilaha illallah
O group of “There is no god save Allah,”

Ϳ Ѽג�Ѽ٣ î� ;ŧ;ř î�;٣� Ѿœ ;Ċ ÷

bihaqqi laa ilaha illallah
in the name of “There is no god save Allah,”

Ϳ Ѽג�Ѽ٣ î� ;ŧ Άř î�;٣� ;Ř ũ ;ő� ş Ϳý đ ;ą ;Ũ� ;ŏŰ ;ŕ

kayfa wajadtum qawla laa ilaha illallah
how have you found the testimony of  “There is no god save Allah”

Ϳ Ѽג�Ѽ٣ î� ;ŧ Άř î�;٣� ţ ŝ

min laa ilaha illallah
from “There is no god save Allah?”

Ϳ Ѽג�Ѽ٣ î� ;ŧ Άř î�;٣�õ ;ů

ya laa ilaha illallah
O the One “There is no god save Allah”

Ϳ Ѽג�Ѽ٣ î� ;ŧ Άř î�;٣� Ѿœ ;Ċ ÷

bihaqqi laa ilaha illallah
I beseech You in the name of “There is no god save Allah”

Ϳ Ѽג�Ѽ٣ î� ;ŧ Άř î�;٣� ;Řõ ;ő� ţ ;Ş ř� ĕ Ŏ ĵź

ighfir liman qaala laa ilaha illallah
forgive the one who professed that “There is no god save Allah”

Ϳ Ѽג�Ѽ٣ î� ;ŧ Άř î�;٣� ;Řõ ;ő� ţ ;ŝ� ú ;ĕ ŝ ͿĖ�ű ō�õ ;š ĕ ͿĞ ĉź ;Ũ

wahshurna fi zumrati man qaala laa ilaha illallah
and include us in the group of those who professed that “There is no god save Allah.

 Ѽג� ѽű ř ;Ũ� Ѻű Ś ;ı�  Ѽג� ͿŘũ Ϳę ;Ĕ� ͼđ ѼŞ ;Ċ Ϳŝ

muhammadun rasulullah, `aliyyun waliyyullah
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah, `Ali is the authority from Allah.



Dua When Visiting Graveyard
Abdulluh ibn Sinan has reported that he asked Imam al- Sadiq (a.s) to teach him how to salute the inhabitants in graves. 
The Imam (a.s) replied that he might say the following words:

şŰ ĉѼĕřô� ţŞ ĉѼĕřô� ג� ş Ě ÷

Bismillāhir Raĥmānir Raĥeem
In The Name Of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

;� Ş Ś Ě ͿŞřź ;Ũ� ;� Ţ ŝ í ͿŞřź� ;ţ ŝ� Ĕõ ;ů Ѿđřź� ś ť;ô� Άŭ;Ś ;ı� ͿŜ;٤ ѼĚř;ô

Assalamu `ala ahliddiyari min almu’minin walmuslimin
Peace be upon the inhabitants of these graves, the faithful believers and Muslims.

ͼĨ ;ĕ ;ō�õ ;Ţ;ř� ş Ϳþ š;ô

antum lana faratun
You have preceded us,

;Šũ ͿŒ ĉ;;٣� ş ͿŖ ÷� Ϳ Ѽג� ;çõ ;ĝ� Š î� Ϳţ Ċ ;š ;Ũ

wa nahnu inshaAllahu bikum lahiqun
and we, Allah willing, shall join you.

Imam al-Husayn (a.s), is reported to have said that whoever enters a graveyard and says the following words, Almighty Allah (s.w.t)
will record for him rewards that are as many as the creatures from the time of (Prophet) Adam up to the coming of the Hour (of 
Resurrection):

şŰ ĉѼĕřô� ţŞ ĉѼĕřô� ג� ş Ě ÷

Bismillāhir Raĥmānir Raĥeem
In The Name Of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

û ;Ű šõ ;Ŏřź� Ĉô ;Ũ Ĕ٣ź� Ť ē Άť� Ѽö ;Ĕ� Ѽş ͿŦѼŚř;ô

allahumma rabba hadhihil arwahil faniya
O Allah, Lord of these extinct souls,

û ;Ű řõ ;øřź� Đõ ;Ě ą٣ź ;Ũ

wal-ajsadil baliya
rotten bodies,

ú ;ĕ ĎѼŢřź� Ŝõ ;Į Ĳřź ;Ũ

wal `idhamil nakhira
and crumbled bones

ͼû ;Ţ ŝ í Ϳŝ� ;ŗ ÷� ;ű ť ;Ũ�õ ;Ű š ѽđřź� ;ţ ŝ� ÿ ;ą ;ĕ ;č�ű þѼřź

allati kharajat minaddunya wa hiya bika mu’minatun
that left this worldly life bearing faith in You,

űѾŢ ŝ�ͻõŝ;٤ ;ę ;Ũ� ;ŗ Ţ ŝ�ͻõĉ Ũ ;Ĕ� ş Ŧ Ű;Ś ;ı� ś č Đ;ô

adkhil `alayhim rawhan minka wasalaman minni
(please) insert into them rest from You and salutation from me.


